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Abstract A mapping /: X ―>･Y between continua induces a
mapping C(f): C{X) ― C(Y) between hyperspaces. In section 2, we
shall give a condition under which C(f) becomes confluent whenever
/ is confluent. In section 3, we consider the image and the inverse
image of an order arc under the mapping C(f) and character-
izations of a confluent mapping and a hereditarily confluent
mapping. In the last section, we treat about particular subcontinua
(which are like fat Whitney levels) and inverse image of them under
C(f).
1. Introduction
In thispaper, continua are compact connected metric spaces and mappings
are continuous functions.The lettersX and Y willalways denote nondegenerate
continua. The hyperspaces of X are the metric spaces 2X ―{K c X: K is
nonempty and compact} and C(X) = {K e 2X: K is connected} with the
Hausdorff metric Hd (see [10] for the definitionof the Hausdorff metric and
basic propertiesof hyperspaces). A mapping /: X ―>Y induces a mapping
C(/): C{X) -> C(Y), where C(f)(K)=f(K) for each KeC{K). Clearly,
C(gof) = C(g) o C(f). In [4],we have proved that if Y is locally connected
and / is confluent,then C(f) is confluent.In section 2, we show that the
condition of locally connectedness can be weakened (Theorem 2.7).
An order arc in C{X) is an arc a <= C{X) such that for K, L e a, K a L or
L c K. An order arc with the end points X and [x] for some xelis called
a large order arc. Let T(X) = {a: a is an order arc in C(X)＼＼JF＼{X),where
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FX{X) = {{K}: K e C(X)} and LY{X) = {a: a is a large order arc in C{X)}. If K
is a subcontinuum of X, then we regard T(K) as a subspace of T(X). We show
that if/ is confluent, then C(/)(F(X)) = T(Y) and C(/)(Lr(X)) = LT(Y). If/
is hereditary confluent, then U{a:ae T(X) and C(/)(a) = fi} = [C(f)]~＼fi) for
each j?GF(y). This is true for large order arcs. Modifying these facts, we
obtain characterizations of confluent mappings and hereditarily confluent
mappings (Theorems 3.3 and 3.5).
Some results between Whitney levels and order arc spaces are given in [9].
In the last section, we consider for subcontinua which intersect each large order
arc. Each neighborhood of such continuum contains a Whitney level. Moreover
under some additional condition, such a subcontinuum contains a Whitney level.
These continua are preserved by the inverse image of C(f).
2. The mapping Induced from a confluentmapping
A mapping /: X ―>Y is said to be confluentif for each subcontinuum L of
Y, each component of f~x(L) is mapped by / onto L. If thereis a component
of f~l{L) which is mapped onto L by /, then / is said to be weakly confluent.
For propertiesof these mappings, see [10].
We have proved in [4] the following threelemmas.
Lemma 2.1. If f: X ―>Y is a confluent mapping and !£ is an arc in C(Y)
then each component of ＼C(f)Yl{&) is mapped by C(f) onto if.
Lemma 2.2. If f: X -* Y is a confluentmapping and ££is an arcwise
connectedsubcontinuum of C(Y), theneach component of[C{f)＼~(£f)is mapped
by C(f) onto &.
In other words, iff : X ―≫Y is confluent and ££is a subcontinuum of C(Y),
then each component of [C(/)]~1(J§?)is mapped by C(f) onto the union of some
arc components of <£.
Lemma 2.3. If f: X ―≫Y is a confluent mapping and Y is locally connected,
then C(/): C(X) -> C(Y) is confluent.
There is a confluent mapping f: X -^ Y such that C(f) is not weakly
confluent (see [4]).The condition of locally connectedness in lemma 2.3 can be
weakened. We use the following lemmas which were proved in corollary 7 and
corollary 13 of [1] respectively.
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Lemma 2.4. Let X = ＼＼m{Xn,(pn}=l where {X^tp^^ is an inverse
sequence with all bonding mappings (pn: Xn+i ― Xn are confluent.Then all
projectionspn : X ―>･Xn are confluent.
Lemma 2.5. Let {Xn,<Pn}%Li and {^/u^nK^Li be inverse sequences and let
{ff)^≪}^=ibe a mapping between the inverse sequences.If hn:Xa(n)-^ Yn is
confluentfor each n, then the limit mapping h^ : X ―>Y is confluent.
Further we use the followinglemma proved by J. Segal in [13](see also
Theorem (1.169)in [121).
Lemma 2.6. Let Y ―lim{Yn,＼l/n}^=l,where each of the spaces Yn is a
continuum.Then themappingh : C^Y) = lim{C(Fn), C(＼l*n)}=l -> C(Y) defined
by h{B＼,B2,...,Bn,...)=lim{Bn,＼{jn＼Bn+i}=l is a homeomorphism.
We are now ready to prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.7. Let Y be the inverse limit of an inverse sequence {Yn,＼l/n}=l
such that each of the spaces Yn is a locally connected continuum and each of the
bonding mappings i/^: Yn+＼―> Yn is confluent. If f:X ―> Y is confluent, then
C(f) is also confluent.
Proof. Let h: CaD(Y) ―>C(Y) be the homeomorphism defined in lemma
2.6 and for each n, pn : Y ―> Yn be the projection. Since the composition of two
confluent mappings is confluent (cf. [10]) and pn is confluent by lemma 2.4,
pn of: X ―>･Yn is confluent. Since Yn is locally connected, we can apply lemma
2.3 and obtain that the mappings C{^/n) and C(pn of) are confluent for
each n = 1,2, On the otherhand, since C{＼j/n)o C(pn of) = C(＼j/nopn of) =
C(pn-i of), the sequence of the mappings {C(pn of)}
=l
induces a mapping
g: C(x) -> Coo(F) (i.e., g(A)={pnof(A)}Z1eCOD(Y) for each ^ e C(JT)).
Then by lemma 2.5, gris confluent. It is easy to see from the definition of g, that
hog = C(/). Therefore the induced mapping C(f): C(X) ―>C(F) is confluent.
Corollary 2.8. If Y is a solenoid or the buckethandle continuum and
f: X -> Y is confluent,then C(f): C(X) -> C(Y) is also confluent.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.7 since Y is an inverse limit of circles
or arcs with confluent bonding mappings.
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3. Order arcs
Recall that an arc a in C{X) is an order arc if K, L e a, then IcL or
L a K. Conversely it is known that if K, L e C(X) and K c L, then there exists
an order arc in C(X) which contains K and L (see [6] or [12]). If a is an order
arc, then there is a homeomorphism (pa : [0,1] ―>a such that 9>a(0) = f]<x,
<pa(l) = (Ja. For convenient, we shall write iAa(?) = a(f) for some fixed
homeomorphism ＼l/a:[0,1] ―>■a for each order arc a. We say that {<x(f)}/er0n is a
parameterization of a. Note that T(X) ―{a: a is an order arc in C(X)}＼JF＼(X)
is compact as the subspace topology of the continuum C(C(X)) (see [11]),
connected (see [3]), and hence it is a continuum. D. Curtis and M. Lynch
determined continua whose order arc space is homeomorphic to the Hilbert
cube ([2], Theorem 1.2). Clearly LT{X) is closed in T(X).
Lemma 3.1. The space LT(X) is connected. Hence it is a continuum.
Proof. We first show that the set LTX(X) = {ae LT{X) : a(0) = {x}} is
arcwise connected for each xeX. Let a,/?e LTX(X). Define yt e LTX(X) for
each t e [0,1] by
yt = {fi(s): 0 < s < t} U {p(t) U <x(s): 0 < s < 1}.
Note that yQ = a and ft = /?because {/?(!)U a(j) : 0 < s < 1} = {/?(1)}.It is easy
to see that {yj^roil ^s an arc fr°m a to )5in LTX(X).
Now suppose Lr(Z) = st＼U j/2, where j/1,^2 are closed and disjoint.Let
X; = {xeX: LTX(X) (1jtf,-# </>}for 1 = 1,2. Since LTX(X) is connected, Xi,Z2
are disjoint.The mapping h : LT(X) ―>X defined by /i(a)= x if a e LFX(X) is
continuous (cf.Theorem 2.2 in [3]) and h(s/i) = Xt for /= 1,2. Therefore X＼,Xi
are closed. Clearly X = X＼U X2 and hence X＼ = $ or X2 = ^. This implies that
s#i = ^ or j/2 = ^- Hence LF(X) is connected.
We now return to the induced mapping. The following proposition is easy
to prove.
Proposition 3.2. Let /: X ―>Y be a mapping and a e T(X). Then C(f)
is monotone on a and C(/)(a) g T(Y). If f is onto and aeLT(X), then
C(f)(a)ELT(Y).
The following Theorem is a characterizationof confluent mappings.
Theorem 3.3. Let f:X―>Y he an onto mapping. Then the following
assertionsare equivalent:
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(a) / is confluent.
(b) For each fieT(Y), each Left and each component K off~l(L), there
existsa e F(X) such that K e a and C(/)(a) = p.
(c) For each fie LT(Y), each Left and each component K off~l(L), there
existsaeZT(X) such thatlea and C(f)(a) = fi.
Proof, (a) implies (b). Suppose / is confluent, Le fteT{Y) and K is a
component of f~l(L). Note that fi(0)c L =f(K). Choose a component Kq of
f~l(fi(0)) contained in K. For each te[0,1], let ATr be the component of
f~l{fi{t))such that Ko c J^ and let ^ be the closure of the set {Kt: t e [0,1]} in
C(X). Then #" is a linearly ordered set by inclusion and K e #". By the
Maximal Principle, there is a maximal linearly orderd set a c C(X) such that
X c= a and Ko a A a K＼ for each ,4 e a. Then as in the proof of Theorem 1.8 of
[12],i is an order arc. It is easy to see that a satisfiesthe required conditions.
(b) implies (c). Let Le p e LT(Y) and let A" be a component of f~l(L).
There is yeT(X) such that Key and C{f)(y) = fi. Choose y1j2er(I) as
follows. If y(l) = X, then yx ―{X}. If y(l) # X, then let yx be any order arc
from y(l) to X. Similarly choose y2 eT(X) so that y2(0) eFi(JT) and y2{＼)=
y(0). Then a = 72U)'U7i is a required large order arc.
(c) implies (a). Let L be a subcontinuum of Y and let AT be a component
of f~l(L). There is /?e LT{Y) such that Lgj?. By the assumption, there is
a e LT(X) such that K e a and C(/)(a) = /?.Let M e a be such that C{f){M) =
L. Then Af D* # (/>and hence M c K. Thus L = C(f)(M) =f(M) <=f(K) c L.
This implies that / is confluent.
One can easily fined a confluent mapping f:X -+Y and some fieF(Y)
such that for some Ke [C{f)]~l{fi), there is no order arc a which contains K
and mapped onto /? by C(f).
An onto mapping f:X―> Y is said to be hereditarily confluent if for each
A"eC(J!0, the restriction f＼K:K ^ f(K) is confluent.
Proposition 3.4. If f:X―>Y is hereditarily confluent, then for each
/?er(r),
U{a:aeT(X) and C(/)(a) = fi} = [C{f)]-＼p).
IfBeLT(Y). then
U{a: a eZJT(X) and C(/)(a) = fi} = [C(f)]-l(fi)
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Proof. We only prove that If fie F(F) and K e [C(f)}~＼fi), then there is
aer(I) such that K e a and C(/)(a) = £. Since f＼K:K^f(K) is confluent
and /?(0)d f(K) e fi,we can apply Theorem 3.3 for a subarc of/?. Thus there is
y! e T(jq such that ^ e yj and C(/|A:)(y1) = {L : L e jffand L c /(*)}. Let M
be the component of f~x(f(K)) containing K. Again applying Theorem 3.3,
there is an order arc y2 such that M e y2 and C(f)(y2) = {L: Le fi and
f(M) <=L}. We may assume that M ― y2(0).If AT = M, then we put a = yx U y2.
If K # M, then choose an order arc y0 from K to M and we put a = yx U y0 U y2.
Then either case, we have K e a e T(X) and C(/)(a) = y.
The following Theorem is a characterization of hereditarily confluent
mappings.
Theorem 3.5. Let f:X―>Y be an onto mapping. Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(a) / is hereditarily confluent.
(b) For each fieT(Y), each pair L＼,L2efi such that L＼ <=L2 and each
Kt e [C(f)]~l{Li) for i= 1,2, such that K＼ c K2, there exists a e T(X) such that
KuK2eoc and C(/)(a) = 0.
(c) For each fie LT(Y), each pair L＼,L2efi such that L＼ c L2 and each
Kj e [C(f)]~l(Li) for i= 1,2, such that K＼ czK2, there exists a e LT(X) such that
KuK2ea and C{f)(a) = fi.
Proof, (a) implies (b). Let / be hereditarily confluent, fieT(Y), L＼,
L2efi and let Kx e [C{f)]~l(Li), K2e[C(f)]~1(L2) be such that K＼ c K2.
Since f＼K2 is hereditarily confluent and fil={Befi:B^ L2} e T(L2) <z T(Y),
fi2 = {B e fi:L2 cz B} eT(Y), we can apply proposition 3.4 so that there
are ai e r(l2) c F(I), ol2e T(X) such that I; e a, for each z = 1,2 and
C(/|A"2)(ai) =fiu C(/)(a2) = fi2-We may assume that <x2(0)= K2. If ai(l) =
a2(0), then define a = ai Uoc2. If ai(l) ^ a2(0), then ai(l) c K2 = a2(0). Hence
we can choose an order arc ocqfrom oti(l)to a2(0) and define a = aiUocoUoc2.
It is easy to see that KUK2 e oleT(X) and C(/)(a) = fi.
The proof of (b) implies (c) is same as that of (b) implies (c) in Theorem
3.3.
(c) implies (a). Let I" be a subcontinuum of X, L a subcontinuum of f(K)
and C a component of (f＼K)~l(L). We must show that/(C) = L. Let fi be a
large order arc in C(Y) such that {f(C),L,f(K)} <=fi(note that such a fi exists
since/(C) dc f(K)). It follows from the hypothesis and C,K e [C{f)]~l{B),
C czK, there exists a e LT(X) such that C,Kea and C(f)(u) = fi.Let M e a
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be the maximum element in ar＼[C(f)]~1(L).Then /(C)cLczf(K) and
C, M,K e a implies C c M a K. But since C is a component of f~l(L) f)K, we
have C = M. Therefore f(C) = L.
For an onto mapping /: X ―>F, we can regard C(f) as a mapping from
Lr(Z) to LT(Y). It is interestto know a condition when C(/):ZJT(X)->
LT(Y) is an open mapping (cf.[41,Theorem 4.3).
4. Whitney levels
A Whitney map for C(X) is a mapping co: C(x) ―>[0,1] such that oj({x}) = 0
for each xeX, co(X) = 1 and if K, L e C{X) and K a L # K, then co{K) <
o)(L). Such a mapping always exists(see [15],[16] or [12]). A Whitney levelis a
set of the form w~l(t), te [0,1), for any Whitney map co.It is known that every
Whitney level is a subcontinuum of C(X).
A subset jrf cz C{X) is said to be an anti-chain if A,B e srf and A <= B, then
A = B. A. Illanes has given a characterization of Whitney levels as follows (see
[51. Theorem 1.2).
Proposition 4.1. Let icC(I)-({I}UFi(I)). Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(a) s/ is a Whitney level.
(b) s& is a compact anti-chain which intersects every large order arc in C{X).
(c) j/ is an anti-chain and separates C(X).
For any continuum X, consider the followingconditionsfor a closed subset
Jf c C(X).
(*) jrn({x}＼jFi(x)) = t.
(**) aflJf is nonempty and connected for every aeLT(X).
(***) aflJT is nonempty for every cxeLT(X) and the mapping >^:
LF(X) -> 2c(jr)difinedby ^jf(oc)= af＼Jfis continuous.
Theorem 4.2. Let Jf be a closedsubset of C(X). If Jf satisfies(**), then
JT is connected and each neighborhood of X contains a Whitney level.If in
addition,JC satisfies(*), then C(X) ―Jf has just two components.
Proof. Suppose Jf satisfies(**). If X e Jf, then for each K e Jf - {X},
there exists a large order arc a e LT(X) such that lea. By the assumption,
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a D Jf is connected and containes A, X. Thus K is in the same component of X
in Jf. Therefore Jf is connected. If X $ Jf, then define two subsets $£＼,<s/2
of
C{X) - X by
jrfi= {A e C(X) - Jf: there existsK e Jf such that A cz K}
and
i2 = {^e C{X) - Jf: there existsK e Jf such that A c ^}.
One can easily verify that F＼{X) - X czjju X e sf2- Let 5 6 j/i n s/2. Then there
are K＼,K2e Jf such that Ai c B c A2. Let a e LF(X) be such that {Ai,2*,A2} cz a.
Since 5 £X, c n a = {^: A" e X D a and K czB} U {K : A: g X n a and B c K}
is a separation of Jf D a. This contradicts to (**) and hence s£＼f)s$2 = ^.
Simillary we can show that each component of s#＼intersects F＼{X), s^2 is
connected and 4Uj/2 = C{X) - Jf.
In order to prove that s/i PIj/2 = <f>= M H j/2,let {^4≪}^i be a sequence in
$4＼and .4 = Xiva.n-^A^n. Choose Kn e Jf such that An cz Kn for n = 1,2,
Since X is compact, we may assume that lim^oo Kn ―K g Jfl Clearly ^4 c= A
and hence .4e4 or ^4 g jf. Thus we have that stf＼f)s42 = ^- Similarly we can
show that 4H4 = ^.
To prove that X is connected, suppose Jf ―Jf＼I)Jf2, where Jf＼,Jf2are
closed and disjoint.By (**), each a g LT{X) must intersect only one of the sets
Jfi,Jf2. Let Li = {a e LT(X) : aD Jf,-7^^} for / = 1,2, Then Li,L2 are
closed disjoint and Li UL2 = LF(X). Since LF(X) is connected, L＼― </>or
L2 ―(j).This implies that Jfi = <f>or Jf2 = ^. Therefore X is connected.
Let <# be any neighborhood of Jf in C(X). If X eJf, then by the con-
tinuity of Whitney maps, % contains a Whitney level near X. If F＼(X) cz jf,
then Jf itselfcontains a Whitney level. Therefore suppose F＼(X) - Jf ^ $ and
X $ Jf. In this case, $4＼and j/2 are nonempty. Let ju: C(X) ―>･[0,1] be a
Whitney map. There are t＼> 0 and t2 < 1 such that n(s$＼)= [0,?i] and
0(^2) = [r2,1].Let cti:[0,*i]―>[0,1/3],a2: [*2,1]-> [2/3,1] be homeomorphisms
such that ffi(0)= 0, o2(＼)= 1. Note that for any pair A＼ e s£＼and A2 e srf2,
A2 cz A＼ does not hold. Define a mapping u<: {s$＼Ustf2) - % ―>[0,11 by
(aiofi(A) tfAes/i-W
Ml[ } ~ t
cr2o ix{A) if A e ^2 - <%.
Then by Theorem 3.1 in [14], fit can be extended to a Whitney
fi:C(X)^[0,＼]. The set /T!(l/2) is a Whitney level contained in <&.
map
Fur-
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thermore if Jf satisfies (*), then F＼(X) cz s#＼ and each component of s/＼
intersects F%(X). Therefore stf＼is connected.
Remark. If X c C(X) satisfies(*), (**) and a PUT is degenerate for each
aeLF(X), then Jf is an anti-chain and separates C(X). Hence it is a Whitney
Theorem 4.3. Let f:X―*Y be an onto mapping, <£a C(Y) a closed
subset and Jf = ＼CiJ)]~＼se).
(a) If j£fsatisfies(*), then so does Jf.
(b) If <£satisfies(**), then so does X.
Proof. It is clear that if <£ satisfies(*), then so does Jf. Suppose <£
satisfies(**). Let aeZJT(X) and /?=C(/)(a). Then by proposition 3.2, /?e
LT(Y) and hence fiCiJ? is nonempty and connected. Since C(/)|a: a ―>･/?
is monotone, <xr＼jr=[C(f)＼a]-l(fi)r＼[C(f)]-l(&) = [C(f)＼a]-l(fir＼&)is non-
empty and connected.
For a closed subset JT of C(X), define JT+ by
Jf+ = {K e Jt: if K' e Jf and K c ^', then ^ = K'}.
Lemma 4.4. If a closed subset Jf c= C(X) satisfies(*), (**) am/ (***), ?/ie≪
JTj. is a Whitnev level.
Proof. Obviously the set a D Jf+ Is degenerate for each large order arc a if
it is nonempty, it is sufficient to prove that Jf+ is closed and intersects each
larse order arc.
Assertion 1. If a g LF( J), then the maximum element of a PUT is an
element of Jf+.
Note that since Jf is compact, a f)Jf is compact. Also Jf" satisfies(**),
a f)JT is an arc or a degenerate set.Therefore there exists the maximum element
in afl Jf for each a e LY(X). Let A' be the maximum element of a f)Jf, where
a e LF(X) and suppose K a K' for some K' e Jf. We shall show that K = K'.
There is P e LT(X) such that K, K! e fi and {Se/(:5cl} = {5£a:5c K}.
Let a = {a^j^g^!], ft= {^(^)}se[o,i]^ e parametrizations of a,/?respectively such
that a(fo) = fi(to)= K. Since K ^ X, t0 < 1. Choose a sequence {f/,}^ of real
numbers such that 1 > U > h ･■■and lim,,^^ tn = to. For each ≪= 1,2,...,
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define yn e LT{X) by
yn = {a(s): 0 < s < tn] U {a(tn) Ufi{s): to < s < 1}.
It is easy to see that limM^oo yn = ft and hence by continuity of Ojr, lim^^oo yn D
Jf = j?H Jf. If fo < 5 < *,,then since a(?o)is the maximum element of a D jT and
a(ro) # a(^), a(j) ^ Jf. Hence by (**), .K'is the maximum element of yn flX for
each ≪.Therefore K is the maximum element of fid X". This implies that K' = K
and hence we have j^ e X+.
Assertion 2. jf+ is closed in C(X).
Let {Kn}^=l be a sequence in Jf+ such that lim^oo Kn = K. Since Jf+ <= jf
and Jf is closed, K e JT. Let aw be a large order arc such that Kn e an for
n = 1,2, Since Lr(X) is compact, we can assume that limn_^oo(aK) = a for
some aeir(I). Since #x is continuous and Kn is the maximum element of
o(nn/, K is the maximum element of ccf)X. Therefore by assertion 1, K e Jf+
so that X+ is closed.
For a closed set X c C(X), define a set S(Jf) by
5(Jf) = {Ae C{X): there existsK e X such that ,4≪z^ }.
It is easy to see that S(jf) is closed and 5'(X)+ = Jf+. Moreover if Jf satisfies
(***), then S(Jf) satisfies(**) and (***). Therefore we have:
Corollary 4.5. If Jf satisfies(*) and (***), then Jf+ is a Whitney level.
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